Abstract—Urban air pollution causes biggest to the human being. Monitoring and controlling of air pollution becomes an essential thing. Deals with large dataset when forecasting the weather. Hadoop is popular for storing and processing. K-means clustering finds resemblance in small dataset. In proposed system k-means hadoop mapreduce (KM-HMR) deals with implementation of mapreduce with standard k-means clustering. And KM-I2C k-means inter cluster, it maximizes the distance between the cluster and intra cluster minimizes the distance between the clusters. This approaches increases the quality of cluster it becomes efficient and effective.
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1. INTRODUCTION

The sensor network useful in sensing, processing and making communication with the nodes. Wireless sensor network has n number of nodes these are collecting and processing the information and send it to the centre location.

Wireless sensor network has only the low duty cycle, limited battery life and power constrains. Capability of the sensor provides the detailed information about the gas, electric and water. And also provides the data about temperature, cooling and heating effect. Automatic notification is provided the sensor if any unusual events occurs in atmosphere.

1.1 Clustering

The sensor nodes are partitioned into cluster [3]. Each cluster has the cluster head. The data from the nodes are received by the cluster head and pass it to the base station. The energy consumption and number of active nodes communication is minimized [4]

Figure 2: clustering

2. WEATHER FORECASTING APPROACHES

2.1 Persistence

The short weather condition is forecasted by persistence in an easy way. In this dependency is mainly on the weather pattern in idleness behaviour. This approach can be of use during summer or winter season. And mainly used in the region of steady state weather conditions. So it is imitated to only some regions. And cannot be taken in to consideration for real time applications and for long term forecasting.

2.2 Usage of barometer

Long range weather condition can be predicted by using the barometer. The millimetres of mercury or htopascal pressure are taken in to consideration to measure pressure level. If the pressure level is more than 3.5 hpa or 2.6 mmHg it indicates large changes in the weather condition. During raining the pressure level get dropped suddenly becomes prediction of very low pressure. Weather prediction can be done in the clearest sky. It is considering for long predictions and not taken in to consideration when the weather changes suddenly.

2.3 Sky surveillance

The current weather is forecasted by the people by sky observation. Sky covered with the clouds during raining time. This approach is used for forecasting the instant weather state.
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Prediction of weather condition by using sky surveillance predict cyclone and floods but it's very difficult to save people, cannot gives correct observation result in all situations.

2.4 Analog approach

This approach helps to decide the occurrence of next event with the signal. It is an complex approach expert only analyzes the history of analog approach. The analog signal cannot be used for predicting all the time.

2.5 Use of weather map

There are two categories of weather map surface map and upper air map. Surface map has the information of cloudiness and patterns of rain. The changes occurs in the weather gets recorded every hour. But upper makes a design every twelve hours. It analyzes the radar and satellite images contains information about temperature, wind, humidity level and pressure level of an atmosphere.

3. PROPOSED SYSTEM

3.1 Air quality

The atmosphere is affected with heavy mixing of contaminated pollution in air. Productions made by many factories and exhausts of vehicles polluting the atmosphere. Air pollution protecting is environmental saving and becomes mandatory for living of human being [1]. This contamination can controlled by measuring, monitoring and forecasting. The air quality is depend upon the ambient air. the foundation is established for managing the air quality. It monitors the air condition of particular city or region. If any emissions occur it analyzes is that an wanted. Mostly monitoring depends on online analytical processing, report editing, data mining and predictive analytics. When processing moves on it results in large volume of data. So k-means hadoop mapreduce process s used to make the clustering method applicable for an large data set [1].

![Figure 3: Projection of Forecasting](image)

3.2 K-Means Hadoop Map Reduce

This algorithm focuses on implementation map Reduce with k-means pattern, this serves as structure for clustering. K-means hadoop mapreduce finds the clusters faster when compare to the standard k-means cluster pattern [1]. The Mapreduce splits dataset into chunks is fixed size parts it is inspired as single map.

The algorithm is improvised by combining k-means with an map reduce. The given dataset is segregated into blocks, those blocks are assigned into clusters. Send the mapper output to the reducer. The number of reducer can be assigned to the mapper.

The reducer group recenter the centroids and merging the centroids to global centroids. the result is put in the the output directory. The mapper phase measure the distance between the objects and clusters. The Euclidean distance is used as distance metric in k-means hadoop mapreduce. Once distance is calculated, object is assigned to the cluster which is closer to the object. Single map task is initiated for each inputsplit, and gets performed by map function of each record of inputsplit[2]. The size of the inputsplit is 128MB. Objects takes place in same clusters are sents to reduce phase.

The new cluster centroids are calculated by the reduce phase for next map reduce job. Cluster centroids are produced during the last stage of initial iteration gets, accumulated in the old cluster file. Once stored, new cluster centroids value is tested and get updated. The value of iterations is increment by one. This process executed again when there is no change in the cluster centroid value [1]. The final output clusters are in result file.
It improves the efficiency of the clusters. Handling large dataset with HDFS. The dataset is large and unstructured type of data processed and result generated in faster manner. Large volume of data is processed parallel with mapreduce programming model.

### K-means hadoop mapreduce:

#### Input:
- Obj : {obj1, obj2, obj3, ..., objn} - clustering the objects.
- C : no. of clusters
- Ni : no. of iterations (maximum)

#### Output:
- KHMapReduce(data)

```plaintext
X= 0
for each datapoint(dp), DP do
  y= select(c, dp)
  input(dp)
  write(y)
  z=y
  while (true)
    mapper-invite work.mapper( )
    reducer-invitework.reducer( )
    n = examine()
    if (currentcentr = zero or one (obji) < minimumdistance)
      updating inter cluster
    else
      updating intra cluster
    ccentroidi = ccentroidi+1
    x =x+1
  output list is created <key, value>
  do again in ant participation of convergence
```

#### Mapper protocol:

Input:
- N dimensional data objects (nobj1, nobj2, nobj3, ..., nobjm) in each mapper
- C: no. of clusters
- Initial cluster centroids ce1, ce2, ce3, ce4, ..., cek

Output:
- output <key, value>
  - newlist : list of new centroids
  - value = zero
  - newlist = zero
  - for (dp = Dp) do
    - for (obji = O) do
      - l(obji) F(obji, objj) q = {1, 2, 3, ..., n}

```plaintext
X=0
for each datapoint(dp), DP do
  y= select(c, dp)
  input(dp)
  write(y)
  z=y
  while (true)
    mapper-invite work.mapper( )
    reducer-invitework.reducer( )
    n = examine()
    // do again until convergence
    if inform((n, z) > 0 )
      z = n
    else
      inform n to result
      x++
    res = examine( )
```

The distance measured in inter and intra clusters

\[ le = \frac{1}{2} \left( \frac{\sum_{i=1}^{n} \sum_{j=1}^{n} (A_i - B_j)^2}{(O1 + O2) + (O1 + O2 - 1)} \right) \]

**Ie** – inter cluster

**Ia** – intra clusters.

O1,O2 – cluster – data points.


**Mapper protocol:**

Input:
- key=1(obji), value = mappers allocate objects to centroids
- mo: mappers output list

Output:
- newlist : list of new centroids(gc)
- newlist = 0
gc Ø
for (x = mo) do
  centroid = x.key
data object= x.value
gc (Sumobjects/Numobjects)
for (ci= M) do
  gc = Ø
  numobjects= Ø
  for (obji= O) do
    SumObjects += Object
  Numobject++
gc (Sumobjects/Numobjects)
Outputlist=gc list u gc
Return gc

The dataset is stored in hadoop distributed file system as key, value pairs. The dataset distributed to a number of mappers. It shares the files which contains all cluster.
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centroids. The mapper produces the key, value pair that are combined by the hadoop for reducer phase. The final output is stored in gc file.

4. MULTIDIMENSIONAL DATA SET

Each pollution air qualities daily sub-index is measured and stored depends upon the gathered data. The data which is stored are taken in to process for producing data in a particular location for particular pollutant. The data are gets loaded into multidimensional OLAP cube giving possibility of analyzing the query in big amount of dataset [1].

Figure 5: Multidimensional Cube Of Air Quality Monitoring

5. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

The air pollution data base considered the results. the nodes are clustered to the nearest nodes initially. It is capable of clustering the largset with k-means hadoop mapreduce.

Figure 6: Data Cluster

The cluster quality and execution time is improved with k-means inter cluster and intra clusters. The distance between the inter clusters is maximized and intra clusters is minimized. The cluster quality is improved by k-means hadoop mapreduce.

Figure 7: k means intra and inter clusters

6. CONCLUSION

The climatic change occurs frequently so prediction of weather condition become a greatest challenge. The proposed k means hadoop mapreduce clustering algorithm is used for predicting the air pollution with large data set by implementation mapreduce with k-means. K-means inter and intra clusters increases the quality of clusters. It improves the accuracy of the cluster and clustering time.
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